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Social Media: element14
SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN GENERATES MASSIVE ONLINE
TRAFFIC AND NATIONAL PRESS AND TV COVERAGE
Objectives
• To brand element14 as a ‘facebook for engineers’
• To get traction for Ben Heck and increase traffic to Ben’s show and element14

Tactics
• Set up DesignEngineeringNews.com Blog as new media outlet
• Write content that would be shared by engineers
• Join Linkedin groups relevant to each activity each month and participate in and initiate
conversations
• Targeted Bloggers and seeding blogs
• Interacted in general engineering and electronics forums to drive traffic to element14
• Targeted and placed the Ben Heck videos on video distribution outlets
• Like facebook groups and interact in appropriate pages such as Atari for the Xbox in an Atari
chassis
• Social bookmarking
• Link building

Results
• Coverage on BBC
• Coverage in Wired and Daily Mail
• Massive coverage in the online trade press valued at over 100 times the fee AVE
• Over 3,000 social interactions during the three month campaign
• Over 1,100 retweets
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Pinnacle brings real value, results and insight into any campaign
“Pinnacle is a real leader in technology PR. Striking a perfect balance between traditional PR
and newer web and social activities, Pinnacle brings real value, results and insight into any
campaign.”
Neil Whitacker – publisher, Design Products & Applications

Pinnacle has a stronger technical knowledge than other PR agencies
“Pinnacle's staff members have a much stronger technical knowledge than those of other PR
agencies, allowing them to create more compelling content. As a result the material
produced gets far greater industry exposure, maximizing our investment. One of Pinnacle's
strengths is that we only have to give the minimum amount of input to the account team, for
them to produce copy for us. We can simply brief them over the phone and they take it from
there.”
Kathryn Williams - marketing manager, Livingston

Pinnacle combines sound analysis, intelligent strategy and strong execution
“Pinnacle’s experience in our sector and knowledge of our target markets significantly
simplifies the briefing and planning process. The team is both responsive and proactive,
combining sound analysis, intelligent strategy and strong execution to deliver excellent
results, time after time.”
Arrow Electronics EMEA Corporate Communications Team

Pinnacle are flexible, knowledgeable and responsive
Pinnacle has provided Zytronic with global PR support for more than 5 years. They are
flexible, knowledgeable and responsive. But above all, they are a great team of professionals
to work with and I trust them implicitly. I would recommend them to any electronics
company looking to strengthen their marketing communications activity.
Ian Crosby, sales & marketing director, Zytronic
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Social Media: Sandvik Coromant
LAUNCH OF COMPOSITE MACHINING AND DRILLING
CAMPAIGN

Objectives
• Create awareness and brand Sandvik Coromant as the industry authority for the drilling and
machining composite materials
• Create web traffic, engage with new customers and increase sales in the area of composites

Strategy
• Planned and sustained social media activity in English, French and German

Tactics
• Creation of blog with product specific
url, www.compositemachining.org

• Interaction with forums and composite
themed online spaces

• Use of widgets and automatic
translation function for 38 other
languages

• Promotion via tradition print and online
methods
• SEO activities including link building

• Creation of Facebook and Twitter pages

• Email nurturing campaign

• Regular content creation and
distribution and amplification by social
channels

• Use of videos and YouTube integration
• Social bookmarking of coverage and
activities
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Results
After 12 months the results were as follows:
• Blog viewed in over 72 countries
• Over 17,000 visitors to the blog
• Over 390 followers on Twitter
• Page one positions on Google for
keywords
• Over 80 likes on facebook
• Over 25 forums identified with
interaction

• Over 100 qualified new leads from
Composites Survey
• Over 170 qualified new leads from
competition
• Significant increase in traffic to the
Sandvik Coromant website
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TESTIMONIALS
Working in our fifth year with Pinnacle we are continually impressed with the flexibility and attention to
detail their team shows when working with our organisation.
Having varied multilingual team members working on our account ensures a more personal
way of working when supporting the EMEA subsidiaries. They consistently deliver accurate,
well written technical press releases and articles along with distributing them throughout
region EMEA. As a result our print and online visibility continues to grow each month
ensuring we are market leader.
Nikki Stokes - PR & Advertising, Sandvik Coromant - Market Area EMEA

Pinnacle has dramatically increased our visibility in the electronics press
“Pinnacle has done a wonderful job managing Parker Chomerics' public relations for over ten
years. It has produced excellent PR and technical articles - dramatically increasing our
visibility in the electronics press. Not only are they highly professional and knowledgeable
people but they are also very pleasant to work with.”
Marie Perrin - Marketing Services Manager - Parker Chomerics

Experience in the embedded systems engineering sector
“Pinnacle’s contacts and experience in the embedded systems engineering sector, coupled
with the agency’s efficient and dependable organisation, have enabled it to make a major
contribution to Green Hills Software’s European PR activity.”
Christopher Smith - Vice President of Marketing, Green Hills Software, Inc.

Pinnacle has built a reputation as a specialist agency that fully understands our magazine’s requirements
and our industry
“ECN has been dealing with Pinnacle for many years. Experience has shown us that where an
agency is based isn’t what matters, but how it handles journalists’ needs. Pinnacle has built a
reputation as a specialist agency that fully understands our magazine’s requirements and
our industry, and is capable of providing the technical material we require in the format we
need.”
Alix Paultre - Editor-in-Chief, ECN Magazine
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SEO case study: FTDI Chip
SEO CAMPAIGN INCREASES SEARCH ENGINE TRAFFIC BY
30% AND PAGE ONE RANKING FOR 18 KEYWORDS
Objective
When Pinnacle was asked to commence the campaign FTDI had only search engine visibility when the search
terms contained part numbers or the name FTDI. As such the objective was to deliver first page positions and
website traffic for specific, industry-related keyword phrases and establish FTDI Chip as an online authority in
USB technology.

Tactics
• Conduct a thorough keyword analysis to identify the most beneficial keywords based on their
relevance, search volume and level of competition.
• Identify specific target pages on the FTDI Chip website and optimise these using the chosen
keywords accordingly.
• Engage in an on-going process of content creation and distribution around the web to generate
exposure and backlinks that reference the target web pages on the FTDI Chip site; enhancing the
search engine rankings.
• Monitor the search engine rankings and traffic to the website to ensure strategy continues to
deliver the objectives.

Results
•

FTDI Chip website achieved page one rankings in Google for 18 keywords.

• Several keywords achieved the number one position in Google.
• Website traffic that derived from the search engines increased by 30% after just 6 months of the
SEO campaign beginning.
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Pinnacle's understanding of our markets is second to none
“We first started using Pinnacle in 1995 and since then it has reliably demonstrated value for
money and creativity to help us stand out from the noise. Pinnacle’s understanding of our
markets and technologies is second to none.”
John Lavery - managing director, Steatite

Pinnacle squeezes the maximum ROI from our campaigns
“Pinnacle’s creativity, expertise and guidance have proved invaluable to Toshiba. Its team is
proactive and delivers excellent results that squeeze the maximum ROI from our campaigns.”
Henning Rausch - senior manager, strategic marketing, Toshiba Electronics Europe GmbH

Pinnacle has taken our media exposure to a remarkable level
“Pinnacle has taken our media exposure to a remarkable level that gives us great mindshare
and a strong connection with our customers and stakeholders. They have expert industry
knowledge and technical competence combined with an ability to work effectively with
people within our business and the media. This has resulted in a very successful ongoing PR
campaign that has been an important contributing factor to the growth of Farnell’s
business.”
Philip Crampton - head of commercial marketing, Farnell

Pinnacle's technical competencies enabled its writers to quickly grasp our products and applications
“Having worked with Pinnacle at my previous company, when the opportunity arose to find
a European PR agency for Sandvik they were my first port of call. The technical competencies
of Pinnacle's writers enabled them to quickly grasp our products and applications. Pinnacle
has provided us with a complete European PR and advertising package for several years.”
Virginie Geoffrion - marketing communications manager, Sandvik Coromant
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SEO Case Study: Steatite
46 PAGE ONE KEYWORD RANKINGS ACHIEVED
IN SEO CAMPAIGN
Objective
To improve search engine rankings for five websites within the Steatite group, consequently raising online
awareness for Steatite as a market leader for panel PCs, industrial computers, rugged laptops, custom battery
packs and other related products.

Tactics
• Carry out a thorough keyword analysis to identify the most beneficial keywords based on their
relevance, search volume and level of competition.
• Identify and make recommendations for specific pages within the various Steatite websites, in
order to maximise their relevance within the context of the target keywords.
• Creation and maintenance of multiple industry-specific blogs, posting regular content that
features the chosen keywords along with backlinks to the target pages on the Steatite websites.
• Engage in an on-going process of further content creation and distribution using a variety of
online channels, in order to generate exposure and backlinks for the specific, optimised pages on
the Steatite websites.
• Monitor the search engine rankings and traffic to the website to ensure strategy continues to
deliver the objectives.

Results
At the height of the campaign, across the five websites we achieved rankings on the first page of Google for
46 keywords, including highly competitive search terms that included:
• Panel PC
• Embedded PC
• Mini ITX
• Rack Mount PC
• Industrial Display
• Industrial Monitor
·

Several keywords achieved the number one position in Google, including:
• Industrial PC
• Rugged laptop
• Semi-Rugged Notebooks
• High Temperature Batteries
• Rugged Battery Pack
• Water resistant laptop
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Pinnacle clearly understands our business and our needs
“Pinnacle has provided a consistently high level of service for Elektronik Praxis over the years.
We have an excellent relationship with the team, who clearly understand our business and
our needs. They offer reliable services and have provided in-depth articles catering for our
readers in the electronics development business. Pinnacle is a trusted and valued contact.”
Holger Helger - Elektronik Praxis

Pinnacle ranks as one of the largest technical and editorial collaborators to our publication
For Revista TOPE it is a real treat to have had the assistance of Pinnacle Marketing over the
years. Indeed, Pinnacle now ranks as one of the largest technical and editorial collaborator
to our technical publication.
As one can imagine, we work with many media agencies from different countries. Without a
doubt, Pinnacle is providing more and better technical information which we use in virtually
all issues. The wording and translation of Sandvik Coromant articles are excellent, something
that cannot be said of many other communication agencies. The articles provided by
Sandvik Coromant add value to our publication; we receive positive feedback directly from
readers and subscribers. Getting high quality technical articles on products, trends and
applications is more useful to us than receiving overtly promotional content, as it saves us
cleaning the content in order to get something suitable for publication. It is really easy for us
to work with Pinnacle. The professionalism and dedication are worth highlighting. We
appreciate the timeliness in the delivery of materials, always within the deadlines, and the
excellent quality of text and pictures. At Revista TOPE we value this close collaboration, and
we remain committed to ensuring the commercial interests and promotional image of
Sandvik Coromant are well looked after.
Iván González Beresategi - Director, Revista TOPE

Pinnacle provide a professional and punctual service
We have been collaborating for many years with Pinnacle and appreciate the
professionalism and punctuality in service they provide. The kindness of the staff is definitely
a strength.
Fabio Chiavieri - Editor, L’Ammonitore
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SEO Case Study: Toshiba
SEO BOOSTS TOSHIBA SSD SEARCH RANKINGS AND TRAFFIC
WITH 10 CHOSEN KEYWORDS ON PAGE ONE.
Objectives
Toshiba was a prime mover in the development and adoption of Solid State Drives (SSDs) and is one of the
world’s largest manufacturers of the technology. In spite of this, at the beginning of 2011 the company did
not feature anywhere near the top 100 Google results for SSD-related keywords. This shows that Google is no
respecter of market share when it comes to its rankings.
Pinnacle was asked to run an SEO campaign to bring Toshiba’s web visibility in line with its market presence
(or even better). This was in order to increase traffic to the SSD pages on its website - a prerequisite for
increasing sales enquiries.

Tactics
The first step was to select a group of keywords for optimisation. Initial discussions resulted in a superset of
phrases that were related to, and might be used by, users searching for solid-state storage products. Having
determined the relevance of these terms, Pinnacle then used a set of analysis tools to determine how often
they occurred in searches (popularity) and how many other web sites were optimising for them
(competition).
Analysing these results enabled us to select a group of relevant keywords that were sufficiently popular to
drive a significant level of traffic but not so competitive that the level of resource required to rank
outweighed the potential benefits to be obtained.
Having agreed the target keywords, we worked with Toshiba to ensure that the SSD pages on its web site
contained content that was high quality, interesting and relevant to the chosen keywords as well as some
call to action items. Then, having taken care of the on-site optimisation issues, Pinnacle embarked on an
ongoing off-site programme of content placement, sharing and link building.

Results
The campaign ran for 12 months, finishing in April 2012. By the end, all ten target keywords were ranked on
the first page for a Google.com organic search. And visitor numbers to the associated landing pages on the
Toshiba web site had risen accordingly.
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Pinnacle is generous of its time and offers interesting ideas for possible future articles
Since we have been dealing with Pinnacle, not only do we always have thorough answers to
our technical questions – often forming the basis of detailed articles, Pinnacle is generous of
its time and offers interesting ideas for possible future articles. This makes it easier for us to
keep abreast of the latest developments in the 'tools' sector.
Kevin Vercauteren - Journal Manager, Metallerie

One of the best European PR agencies
“A wealth of experience, reliability and friendliness are great benefits to editors and ease our
everyday work. Pinnacle Marketing provides us with all of these. I have had the pleasure
working with Pinnacle for nearly 15 years. No doubt, they are one of the best European PR
agencies serving our market segment.”
Dr. Matthias Laasch - Editor-in-Chief, Elektronik Informationen

Pinnacle is one of the best PR firms I have ever worked with
“Pinnacle is one of the best PR firms I have ever worked with in terms of their quality work,
strong media relations, technology-savvy and excellent writing capability. They are a key PR
partner for Integrated Device Technology and have helped us increase our visibility in Europe.
I strongly recommend Pinnacle!”
Sue Kim - Worldwide Corporate Communications Manager, Integrated Device Technology

Pinnacle understands the market in which we're active in
“Pinnacle and Bergquist have been working together for many successful years. Pinnacle
understands the market in which we're active in and has been instrumental in maximizing
the press coverage for Bergquist, either by press releases, articles or advertisements. They are
pro-active, on the job and a pleasure to work with!”
Nico Bruijnis - European Marketing Manager, Bergquist
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PR coverage delivers 50
times the investment
MAXIMIZING PR COVERAGE ON A BUDGET
Multi award-winning UK technology start-up Versarien came out of stealth mode in late 2012. The company
engaged with Pinnacle in order to promote its innovative new thermal management solution VersarienCu
around the globe.

Objectives
• To enable Versarien to gain maximum press exposure in Europe, North America and Asia as
possible while recognizing the company¹s funds were, at this stage, relatively limited.

Strategy
• To get Versarien¹s managing director in front of key members of the Electronics press, as well as
creating top quality collateral for the company to inform the press and engineering community of
its ground breaking proprietary technology.

Tactics
• A series of 1-to-1 briefings with editors of leading trade publications at Electronica, along with
several phone briefings with editors not attending the event
• Storyboarding & filming of several corporate videos
• Production of corporate & technical presentations
• Creation of a short animation film on the VersarienCu solution
• Setting up a Versarien YouTube channel
• Creation and distribution of a press release detailing VersarienCu and its advantages over
conventional thermal management solutions
• Drafting of several article abstracts discussing the thermal issues now being faced by design
engineers

Results
• 16 face-to-face briefings, plus 2 phone briefings
• 58 pages of editorial coverage with an equivalent advertising cost valued at over fifty times the
investment
• 4 articles secured following Electronica briefings
• Significantly increased number of customer enquiries
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Pinnacle ensures articles have sufficient technical depth
“Pinnacle was instrumental in helping us develop an important feature on power supply
burn-in. This topic is one that many power supply vendors are reluctant to address because
of the proprietary nature of the techniques they use to qualify their power supply products.
However, Pinnacle worked closely with the author to ensure that the article had the
necessary focus and sufficient technical depth.”
David Morrison – Editor, How2Power

Pinnacle combines technical capabilities with a real understanding of what the readers want
“Pinnacle combines technical capabilities with a real understanding of what the readers
want, and has built a reputation for delivering against the tightest deadlines.”
Mitch Demsko - Associate Publisher, PCI Magazine

Pinnacle is a go-to agency
“It is always handy for an editor to have a go-to agency to commission sound, technical
articles or to provide additional material. Pinnacle has always been prompt and efficient in
responding to these requests, with timely and good quality material. Each account manager
has a good relationship with clients, which provides me access to companies for additional
comment or other materials so that I can tailor copy specifically for EPN readers across
Europe.”
Caroline Hayes - Editor in Chief, EPN Magazine

Pinnacle consistently delivers high levels of quality editorial coverage
“The technology, industry and application knowledge of Pinnacle’s technical PR team plays a
key role in supporting our outreach in the telecommunications and computing sectors. The
agency consistently delivers high levels of quality editorial coverage in our target EMEA
markets and has demonstrated time and time again its ability toplan and successfully
execute logistically complex launches involving editors and analysts from across the region.”
Alisha Goff – Director of Communications, Tektronix Communications
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Tech PR campaign establishes
company as industry thought leader
PR CAMPAIGN RAISES PROFILE SIGNIFICANTLY WITH
GLOBAL HIGH PROFILE COVERAGE
UK-based wireless solutions specialist Radiometrix, with support from the team at Pinnacle, was able to raise
its industry profile substantially without having to make the heavy financial investment that would normally
be expected for such an endeavor. This proves that any company, whether a large multinational or an SME,
can benefit for the exposure made possible through focused, technically-driven PR activity

Objective
• Increase the company¹s recognition and allow it to gain market share of its competitors.
• Establish the company as a thought leader in wireless innovation.

Strategy
• Firstly, make full use of Pinnacle¹s technical writing expertise in order to create high quality
editorial content without the need to take up the valuable time of Radiometrix resource-stretched
engineering staff.
• Secondly, to benefit from Pinnacle¹s highly accurate, continuously updated and expansive
database of editorial contacts covering a broad variety of technology sectors and geographic
regions.

Tactics
• Creation/distribution of press releases describing the company¹s latest products
• Drafting/placement of in-depth technical articles based on these products
• Press release distribution prior industry events where the company would be present
• Entry into key industry awards

Results
• Sustained coverage in industry¹s leading electronics & wireless communications publications
• Radiometrix was one of only 3 British companies to be featured in EDN¹s 2010 Hot 100 ($200+
million revenue companies ARM and Wolfson being the other two)
• Article placements in publications around the globe in multiple languages
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Pinnacle brings real value, results and insight into any campaign
“Pinnacle is a real leader in technology PR. Striking a perfect balance between traditional PR
and newer web and social activities, Pinnacle brings real value, results and insight into any
campaign.”
Neil Whitacker – publisher, Design Products & Applications

Pinnacle has a stronger technical knowledge than other PR agencies
“Pinnacle's staff members have a much stronger technical knowledge than those of other PR
agencies, allowing them to create more compelling content. As a result the material
produced gets far greater industry exposure, maximizing our investment. One of Pinnacle's
strengths is that we only have to give the minimum amount of input to the account team, for
them to produce copy for us. We can simply brief them over the phone and they take it from
there.”
Kathryn Williams - marketing manager, Livingston

Pinnacle combines sound analysis, intelligent strategy and strong execution
“Pinnacle’s experience in our sector and knowledge of our target markets significantly
simplifies the briefing and planning process. The team is both responsive and proactive,
combining sound analysis, intelligent strategy and strong execution to deliver excellent
results, time after time.”
Arrow Electronics EMEA Corporate Communications Team

Pinnacle are flexible, knowledgeable and responsive
Pinnacle has provided Zytronic with global PR support for more than 5 years. They are
flexible, knowledgeable and responsive. But above all, they are a great team of professionals
to work with and I trust them implicitly. I would recommend them to any electronics
company looking to strengthen their marketing communications activity.
Ian Crosby, sales & marketing director, Zytronic
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New Technology launch delivers
33 pages of coverage
PRESS CONFERENCE DELIVERS ELEVEN ARTICLES AND THREE
FRONT COVERS
Objectives
• To launch and obtain sustained coverage for Toshiba’s Media embedded Processor (MeP)
architecture
• To re-inforce Toshiba’s position as an expert in the development of multimedia system-on-chip
(SoC) solutions

Strategy
• Planned and sustained PR programmed across all key European regions

Tactics
• Press conference at Embedded World
• Generation of news and technology press releases
• Generation of technical articles
• Placement of articles in multiple geographic regions
• Creation of guest editorial opportunities
• Additional press interviews

Results
• 18 press conference attendees
• 33 pages of editorial coverage
• 11 article placements
• 3 front covers
• Sustained coverage over 6-month period
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Working in our fifth year with Pinnacle we are continually impressed with the flexibility and attention to
detail their team shows when working with our organisation.
Having varied multilingual team members working on our account ensures a more personal
way of working when supporting the EMEA subsidiaries. They consistently deliver accurate,
well written technical press releases and articles along with distributing them throughout
region EMEA. As a result our print and online visibility continues to grow each month
ensuring we are market leader.
Nikki Stokes - PR & Advertising, Sandvik Coromant - Market Area EMEA

Pinnacle has dramatically increased our visibility in the electronics press
“Pinnacle has done a wonderful job managing Parker Chomerics' public relations for over ten
years. It has produced excellent PR and technical articles - dramatically increasing our
visibility in the electronics press. Not only are they highly professional and knowledgeable
people but they are also very pleasant to work with.”
Marie Perrin - Marketing Services Manager - Parker Chomerics

Experience in the embedded systems engineering sector
“Pinnacle’s contacts and experience in the embedded systems engineering sector, coupled
with the agency’s efficient and dependable organisation, have enabled it to make a major
contribution to Green Hills Software’s European PR activity.”
Christopher Smith - Vice President of Marketing, Green Hills Software, Inc.

Pinnacle has built a reputation as a specialist agency that fully understands our magazine’s requirements
and our industry
“ECN has been dealing with Pinnacle for many years. Experience has shown us that where an
agency is based isn’t what matters, but how it handles journalists’ needs. Pinnacle has built a
reputation as a specialist agency that fully understands our magazine’s requirements and
our industry, and is capable of providing the technical material we require in the format we
need.”
Alix Paultre - Editor-in-Chief, ECN Magazine
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Media campaign delivers 35% cost savings
and above average click through rates
INTEGRATED ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN DELIVERS SALES
LEADS AND ADDITIONAL REVENUES
Objectives
A US-based supplier and partner to many of the top electronic OEM's around the globe asked Pinnacle to
create an integrated media plan that would cover print, online and email advertising across the whole of
Europe. The brief was to prepare a comprehensive, year-long campaign that would support brand
recognition and deliver sales leads at the same time  in the run-up to the company¹s participation to the
electronica 2012 trade show in Munich. Needless to say, the campaign also needed to respect a predetermined budget.

Tactics
Working with pan-European and local publishers, we first analysed over a hundred media outlets in twelve
distinct markets, This helped us identify a number of media outlets whose readership offered a great deal of
potential.
Making the most of Pinnacle¹s purchasing power and bulk buying capabilities, we then negotiated media
insertions and e-marketing activities on behalf of our client. All the relevant campaign details were compiled
into a single colour-coded spreadsheet thus offering clear sight of upcoming activities and deliverables.
This master document served as a clear campaign road map and helped us determine key messages being
promoted in individual countries at any given time. We managed the advertising campaign throughout the
year, liaising with multiple production departments and supplying all advertising material on time and to the
exact required specifications. Not a single deadline was missed and each month the client received just one
invoice.

Results
The results were impressive, both financially and in terms of results. On average, savings of up to 35% in
comparison to the usual rate card prices were delivered to our client. The entire campaign was brought in to
within 0.2% of the budget that was agreed initially. On the online marketing side of things, above industry
average opening rates were delivered throughout the campaign  with a single e-newsletter containing a
strong call-to-action and sent to 15,000 subscribers receiving a massive 691 clicks. Similar results were
replicated elsewhere time and again; resulting in a record number of datasheet downloads.
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